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Blue John is a geologically and geographically unique variety of 

the mineral Fluorite. It is only found in the limestone of Castleton, 

in the Peak District of North Derbyshire. Once extracted, Fluorite 

is more commonly known as Fluorspar - a term first mentioned by 

Georgius Agricola in 1530, amalgamating Fluor (to flow) and Spar 

(from the Old English spærstān, ‘spear stone’, in reference to its 

crystalline appearance).

Whilst the caverns were probably only formed during the ‘recent’ 

Ice Ages, the formation of the Blue John complex stems from 

unique circumstances of movement of tectonic plates many 

millions of years ago - which is why many Blue John specimens 

feature crinoidal (fossil) inclusions. The main areas of activity within 

plate tectonics are the mid-ocean ridges (where trenches occur) 

and the subduction zones (where volcanoes occur, eventually 

becoming extinct peaks like that at Castleton). The collision points 

witness tension and compression, and hot rock at depth creates 

hydrothermal veins (at around 200 degrees centigrade) under 

huge pressure, which are then force upwards through seams in 

limestone. 

The purple colouring in Blue John is from stray calcium atoms 

and high concentrations of uranium, forming characteristic veins 

of Blue John occur where movement through the rock is at its 

slowest. Chemically speaking, Blue John is distinct from other 

fluorite in that it is not a single crystal, but made up of many 

microscopic cubic crystals aggregated together, and it is all of 

these tiny crystals that give the coloured bands in Blue John their 

distinctive serrated appearance when seen in cross-section. At 

the outskirts of a Blue John nodule we find Hatterel – Scottish for 

‘mixed up’ - a combination of Calcite and Baryte, and sometimes 

metallic galena patches, with residual Blue John purple hues 

amidst the yellows and reds caused by iron oxide. All this is 

cocooned in limestone.

THE GEOLOGY OF BLUE JOHN



THE HISTORY OF BLUE JOHN
Mentions of a mineral matching Blue John can be found as early as 1671 in Webster’s Metallographia, 

discussing “Fluores…some the colour of amethyst” and Celia Fiennes’ 1679 Through England on a 

Side-Saddle who mentions the “Azure Spar in Derbyshire”. Shortly after this, Charles Leigh records the 

“sapphirine and azure spar” in the 1700 Natural History of Lancashire, Cheshire and The Peak District. It 

is mentioned as ‘Blew John’ by Matthew Boulton in 1768, but there is no specific mention of the name 

Blue John, or any variant, prior to the 1760s. The root of the name ‘Blue John’ is still argued, with some 

suggesting it derives from the French Bleu Jaune (Blue Yellow), perhaps coined by Huguenot ormolu 

workers collaborating with Matthew Boulton, and others suggesting it was coined by miners upon 

accidental discovery whilst in pursuit of another mineral colloquially known as ‘Black Jack’. Neither 

theory has been proven…

The Treak Cliff Cavern is recognised as being mined as early as 1709, initially for lead, but Blue John 

soon proved popular and more commercially valuable. In 1748, Henry Watson opened a water-powered 

mill for the polishing of Ashford marble, and Blue John began to be sent there for industrial processing. 

With single growths of Blue John rarely more than 15cm (6”) wide, it is rare to find large seams, and 

so larger pieces are made either in sectional form or else via bonding of smaller nodules and samples 

together (originally by overnight soaking in pine resin) prior to each turning. Around 6mm can be removed 

per turning, meaning large or intricate pieces can take months. Being a fragile material, registering at 4 

on the Mohs scale of mineral hardness (Talc features at 1 and diamond at 10), this process is fraught 

with risk.

By the 1760s, Blue John was rapidly gaining in popularity, with fireplaces at Kedleston Hall and the Friary 

Hotel in Derby, and the window at Chatsworth all created using Blue John. King George III was an early 

patron, ordering a pair of perfume burners for the Royal Collection, as was Empress Catherine of Russia, 

who ordered pieces for the Imperial Palace in St. Petersburg. Impressive collections can also be found 

further afield, such as at Derby Museum, and at Lauriston Castle in Edinburgh.



Treak Cliff Cavern is unique amongst the show caves of Britain as both a Blue John mine and a 

spectacular natural cavern with amazing formations of stalactites and flowstone. It has been in the same 

family since the 1940s and is one of only two working Blue John mines in the world, providing Blue John 

for jewellery and ornaments, much of which is hand crafted in the workshops on site.

The discovery in 2013 of the ‘lost vein’ of Blue John stone made news headlines around the world. In the 

1940’s Peter Harrison had been told about it by the old miner John Royse, but John died before he could 

reveal the exact location. It was finally found 70 years later by Peter’s grandson John Turner hidden under 

some old carpet and covered in clay. 

The discovery of the Ridley Vein in 2015 is the first new geologically distinct vein of Blue John to be 

discovered in over 150 years. It has been named after the current mine manager Gary Ridley who found it 

and brings the total of known named veins to 16.

Treak Cliff Cavern is open throughout the year. Entrance is by guided tours. There is also a café where 

you can enjoy a cup of tea made with the natural water from the cave and a gift shop selling a wide range 

of Blue John jewellery and ornaments created by the craftsmen at Treak Cliff Cavern. Blue John items can 

also be bought online.

Treak Cliff Cavern, 

Buxton Road, Castleton, Hope Valley, 

Derbyshire, S33 8WP.

Tel: 01433 620571 

email:treakcliff@bluejohnstone.com 

www.bluejohnstone.com

Blue John has a wonderful link to our home city of Birmingham 

in the shape of one of its most famous sons, the industrialist 

and entrepreneur Matthew Boulton. Having inherited his father’s 

business manufacturing small metal products in 1759, he expanded 

the business considerably, and moved into decorative areas and 

new techniques such as silver plating and ormolu. By 1768, Boulton 

had such a need for Blue John that he tried to buy or lease the 

Castleton mines via his Lunar Society friend, John Whitehurst of 

Derby. On the subject of acquiring Blue John from the mine, he 

wrote:

“The principal intention of this letter is to tell you that I have found 

a new use for Blew John wch. will consume some quantity of it. 

I mean that sort which is proper for turning into Vases. I would 

therefore esteem it a singular favr if you would enquire whether the 

Mine of it has lately been let or when it is to be let again for I wish to 

take it for a year & if you come at it then please to learn how I may 

come at any of ye best & largest sort of the produce of it but above 

all I beg you will be quite secret as to my intentions and never let M. 

Boulton and John Blue be mentioned in ye same sentence. When 

you come to Soho I will show you what I am about. I am informed 

that there is one person in Derby that has it, Now if ye mine is not 

comeatable or if I could not be supply on ye same terms as he is 

but I had rather have the Mine”. 

MATTHEW BOULTON AND BLUE JOHN IN BIRMINGHAM



Detail of Lot 2
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A fine Blue John pedestal dish or tazza

Blue John Cavern vein group
The circular bowl with rolled rim framing superb U-shaped nodular veining and moulded central boss, on a disc-
knopped spreading stem and moulded foot, the asymmetrically-veneered cuboid pedestal with Ashford marble table 
and plinth, 170mm diameter x 202mm high, 2,205gms all-in.
£1,500-2,000

A large 19th century Blue John pedestal bowl

Winnats One Vein
The hemispherical body with a single band of lilac veining, with old gilt label of ‘THE BRITISH ANTIQUE DEALERS 
ASSOCIATION - FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES ONLY - CERTIFIED OVER 100 YEARS OLD’, raised on a knopped 
tapering stem and large plain foot with moulded rim, 152mm rim diameter x 248mm high, 1,488gms.
£2,000-3,000
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A Blue John pedestal dish or tazza

Blue John Cavern Five Vein
The stepped tapering bowl with lilac ring and arc veining on a turned stem and spreading 
foot, raised upon a canted Ashford marble plinth, 101mm rim diameter x 104mm high 
(including plinth), 491gms all-in.
£400-600

A Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

The rounded funnel bowl with rim and base veining on a multi-knopped stem and a dark 
spreading foot, 93mm rim diameter x 211mm high, 574gms.
£1,200-1,800

A Blue John goblet

The sloping funnel bowl with a band of lilac parallel veining on a ‘vaseline’ ground, the 
knopped stem on dished foot, 51mm diameter x 106mm high, 137gms.
£200-300

A Blue John bowl

Millers Vein
Of pan-topped form with incurved rim, with lilac veining over included body, 94mm 
maximum diameter x 44mm high, 235gms.
£300-400

A Blue John goblet
Millers Vein
With steep-sided circular bowl having U-shaped bands of dark parallel veining to the 
‘vaseline’ ground, the single-knopped and slightly tapering stem on a banded spreading 
Winnats Five Vein foot, 55mm rim diameter x 103mm high, 142gms.
£300-400

A Blue John pedestal cup

Blue John Cavern vein group
The shallow circular bowl, with broad canted rim, having dark violet, lilac and ‘vaseline’ 
banding, the unusual stem with alternate purple and pale sections, the former with 
annular knops, on a stepped foot, 53mm rim diameter x 96mm high, 136gms.
£300-400

A Blue John bowl

Of hemispherical form with parallel rim banding over a body of ‘vaseline’ hue, 59mm 
diameter x 39mm high, 124gms.
£150-200

A Blue John ring stand

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The dished circular body with central bullet-shaped spire, shading from clear through 
cream, lilac and violet, 57mm diameter x 52mm high,
£100-150
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A Blue John pedestal urn

The ovoid urn with fixed spreading ‘cover’ over shouldered body with bulging collar on a single 
knop and flared foot, raised upon a stepped cuboid pedestal with square Ashford marble table and 
conforming stepped foot, 290mm high overall, 3,021gms all-in.
£1,200-1,800

A large Blue John pedestal urn

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Of neoclassical shouldered ovoid form, the fixed ‘cover’ with bulbous finial over disc knop and bulging 
collar, the shouldered body with medial rib, on spreading socle and domed foot, raised on a cuboid 
Hatterel pedestal with Ashford marble table and plinth, 403mm high, 6,374gms all-in.
£3,000-4,000

A Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The squat hemispherical bowl with slightly flared rim, the multi-knopped tapering stem on a domed 
foot with Ashford marble plinth, 75mm rim diameter x 161mm high, 371gms.
£600-900

A small Blue John pedestal bowl

Millers Vein
The dished circular top with broad band of dark-edged lilac veining, on a plain cylindrical stem 
and sloping foot, raised upon a black Ashford marble plinth, 54mm diameter x 58mm high overall, 
143gms all-in.
£120-180

A Blue John pedestal urn

Millers Vein
Of footed hemispherical form with fixed Treak Cliff Blue Vein spreading cover over ribbed collar, the 
whole shading from lilac through clear to dark violet, on a cuboid Hatterel base with Ashford marble 
table and plinth, 112mm high, 413gms all-in.
£200-300
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A large signed Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Made by Cyril Adamson at the Treak Cliff Cavern Workshop
The hemispherical bowl with a ring of violet banding, and lilac veining to rim, on a ‘cracked ice’ ground, the turned 
tapering stem on dished circular foot, vein source label beneath, 99mm rim diameter x 184mm high, 719gms.
£2,000-3,000

A Blue John goblet or chalice

Millers Vein
The steep-sided circular bowl with bulging rim, having dark rim veining over a finer lilac band and ‘milky’ pale lilac 
interior with subtle veining and ‘cracked ice’ appearance, the knopped and slightly tapering stem on a darker 
plain spreading Treak Cliff Blue Vein foot, 74mm rim diameter x 137mm high, 284gms.
£500-700

A Blue John goblet

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The steep-sided bowl with slightly flared rim, having unusual ‘marbling’ and varied tones including lilac and 
‘cracked ice’ over bands of vertical veining on a knopped cylindrical Millers vein stem and plain foot, 55mm rim 
diameter x 129mm high, 162gms.
£500-700

A 19th century Blue John goblet

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The rounded funnel bowl of striking amethyst hue with zig-zag veining over dark centre, on a stepped socle, 
partly clear knopped cylindrical stem with spreading base, and slightly domed lilac foot with moulded rim, 75mm 
rim diameter x 143mm high, 251gms.
£1,000-1,500

A Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein, made at Treak Cliff Cavern workshop
Of steep-sided circular form with pale rim over two dark amethyst bands of veining and a paler band inbetween, 
vein source label beneath, 91mm diameter x 54mm high, 324gms.
£400-600

A small Blue John goblet

The steep-sided circular bowl with a band of lilac veining on a bulging stem and dished stepped foot, 46mm rim 
diameter x 81mm high, 78gms.
£120-180

A Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein, made at Treak Cliff Cavern workshop
Of hemispherical form with clear ‘cracked ice’ rim over a broad band of dark amethyst veining and clear centre 
with single fine vein flanked by small patches, vein source label beneath, 76mm diameter x 35mm high, 115gms.
£300-400

A signed Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Of steep-sided circular form with a band of amethyst veining on a clear ground, incised signature beneath ‘P. 
Sharp’ (Peter Sharp), 68mm diameter x 32mm high, 125gms.
£200-300
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Lot 24 (Detail)

24 A superb 19th century ormolu-mounted Blue John table candelabrum

In the manner of Matthew Boulton
Old Dining Room Vein
The cast surmount with three-branch socket formed as bellflowers, each with further 
flowerheads, issuing from a two-handled vase with disc surmount over bifurcated rope 
handles with foliate terminals, the ovoid body mounted with Vitruvian scrollwork and cast 
apron on spreading socle, laurel foot ring and cylindrical pedestal raised upon platform 
base, 520mm high, 5,319gms all-in.
£5,000-8,000
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A large Blue John chalice

Treak Cliff Blue Vein, attributed to Eddie Fisher
The steep-sided bowl with slightly flared rim and flat base, with amethyst rim over white 
zig-zag banding with purple edges, on a broadening dark-toned stem with lighter disc 
knop on stepped foot, 106mm rim diameter x 207mm high, 869gms.
£1,500-2,000

A 19th century Blue John urn

Blue John Cavern vein group
Of neoclassical ovoid form with ball finial and mushroom knop over ribbed spreading fixed 
‘cover’, the shouldered body with ribbed collar on a spreading socle and white marble 
plinth, 200mm high, 1,268gms.
£600-800

A Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

New Dining Room Vein
The hemispherical bowl with good amethyst veining and centre on a knopped 
tapering Ashford marble stem and Blue John ogee domed circular foot, 68mm rim 
diameter x 115mm high, 131gms.
£300-400

A Blue John chalice or goblet

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The rounded funnel bowl, of mottled hues from clear through lilac to dark amethyst, on 
a complex annular-knopped stem and domed foot, 62mm rim diameter x 142mm high, 
245gms.
£400-600

A small Blue John footed bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
With hemispherical body on flared foot, the mottled ground with some amethyst tones, 
54mm rim diameter x 37mm high, 124gms, (A/F).
£50-80

A Blue John bowl

Millers Vein
The steep-sided circular body with a band of violet-edged lilac veining over ribbed band, 
64mm diameter x 24mm high, 95gms.
£150-200

A Blue John pedestal cup

Old Tor Vein
The shallow hemispherical bowl with concentric banding on a tapering socle with ribbed 
collar, medially-knopped turned stem and spreading foot, 58mm rim diameter x 91mm 
high, 115gms.
£200-300

A Blue John urn

Blue John Cavern vein group
The fixed spreading cover over stepped hemispherical body with fluted lower section, 
with unusual lilac colouration, on a squat balustroid stem and flared foot, 94mm 
maximum diameter x 132mm high, 1,191gms.
£1,000-1,500
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A good pair of Blue John urns

Winnats One Vein
Each of neoclassical shouldered ovoid form with spire finial over moulded collar on brass socle, 
raised on an Ashford marble table, Derbyshire fluorspar cuboid pedestal, onyx collar and apron, 
and Ashford marble plinth, 280mm high overall, 2,370gms and 2,322gms, 4,692gms overall, (2).
£2,000-3,000

A small pair of Georgian Blue John urns

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Each with ovoid body surmounted by a brass urn finial on domed circular foot, 133mm high, 
263gms and 262gms, (525gms all-in), (2)
£400-600

A Blue John egg cup

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The truncated ovoid bowl within silver-plated frame having loop rim on three supports extending as 
cabriole legs, 114mm high, Blue John component 135gms, 191gms all-in.
£80-120

A rare Georgian Blue John paperweight

Winnats One Vein
The truncated ovoid body, surmounted by a ring handle, having an arc of violet veining, on 
decorated brass foot rim, 61mm diameter x 67mm high excluding handle, 397gms.
£200-300

A small Blue John dish 

Of circular form with broad stripe of violet and paler lilac band to one side, 63mm 
diameter x 14mm high, 60gms.
£100-150

A small Blue John bowl

Blue John Cavern vein group
Of hemispherical form with two arcs of lilac veining, 42mm diameter x 19mm high, 27gms, (A/F).
£50-80

A small Blue John salt

Of footed hemispherical form with iron red marbling and a band of dark purple veining throughout, 
34mm diameter x 25mm high, 40gms.
£40-60
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A Blue John pedestal cup or goblet

The steep-sided bowl with channel beneath rim, a zig-zig vein of pale banding and a 
body shading from deep amethyst to pale lilac, the multi-knopped stem on a stepped 
domed foot, 77mm rim diameter x 198mm high, 558gms.
£700-900

A Blue John pedestal tazza 

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The dished circular top on knopped stem and cylindrical pedestal raised on Ashford black 
marble base, the whole with mottled ground shading from amethyst to dark violet, 92mm 
diameter x 129mm high, 587gms.
£300-500

A fine Blue John chalice

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
With flat-bottomed hemispherical bowl having violet rim and some zig-zag veining on a 
shouldered tapering stem and stepped foot, 88mm rim diameter x 145mm high, 433gms.
£1,200-1,800

A Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The compressed hemispherical bowl with incurved rim having four layers of clear, dark 
amethyst, pale lilac and dark violet banding respectively on a medially-knopped tall plain 
stem and a stepped foot, 71mm maximum diameter x 152mm high, 281gms.
£500-700

A Blue John desk stand or paperweight

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Of canted oblong form with ink bottle aperture and pen tray, 100mm x 95mm x 15mm 
high, 429gms.
£80-120

A set of three Blue John salts

Clinton Burhouse Collection, possibly Chinese manufacture
Each of wavy-topped oval form and tapering section, largest 42mm x 19mm high, 
24gms, 23gms and 21gms respectively, total 68gms, (3).
£80-120

A small Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Of footed circular form with sloping sides, bulging rim and base band, of dark amethyst 
hue, 62mm diameter x 28mm high, 83gms.
£150-200
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Lot 47 (Alternate view)

47 A 19th bronze figure with Blue John base

The cast patinated female figure modelled as a maiden wearing robes and 
billowing mantle, holding a rod in her right hand, with right leg raised, on domed 
base and square foot, upon a Blue John cuboid pedestal with white marble table 
and apron, the latter inscribed verso with old inventory number 1042, on an 
Ashford marble plinth, 302mm high overall, 1,697gms all-in.
£600-800
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Detail of Lot 49
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A pair of Blue John candlesticks

Assorted veins including Winnats One
Each with moulded flat-rimmed socket with waisted collar on knopped shouldered tapering 
stem, multi-knopped domed base and plinth, shading from ‘mutton fat’ through dark amethyst 
veins and iron red streaking, 210mm high, 906gms and 898gms, total 1,804gms, (2).
£500-700

A Blue John pedestal urn

Millers Vein
The shouldered ovoid body with ball finial to the domed fixed cover, over U-shaped 
parallel veining, on a flared socle, raised on a cylindrical Hatterel pedestal with white 
marble collar and foot, 263mm high, 1,801gms.
£1,200-1,800

A pair of Blue John pedestal urns

Blue John Cavern vein group
Each of ovoid form, the spreading fixed cover with ball finial, on waisted socle, cuboid 
Derbyshire fluorspar pedestal and plinth, 175mm high, 980gms and 958gms, 1938gms 
altogether, (2).
£800-1,200

A Blue John bowl

Winnats One Vein
Of flat-bottomed circular form with a ring of violet veining to base and a 
partial band to rim, 91mm diameter x 38mm high, 178gms.
£300-400

A Blue John bowl

Winnats One Vein
The footed body of shallow hemispherical form with broad medial band 
of violet veining on a ‘cracked’ ground shading from pale golden to clear, 
50mm diameter x 20mm high, 51gms.
£100-150
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53 A pair of 19th century Derbyshire Spar urns

Probably ‘Duke’s Red,’ Chatsworth Estate
In the French Louis XIV taste, each of neoclassical shouldered ovoid form and reddish 
striated hue, with domed finial and laurel collar over waisted neck, cast ram’s heads and 
floral swags, on a medial ribbed band and a flared socle with ‘plaited’ gilt metal band on 
square plinth, 375mm high, 5,118gms and 5,151gms (total 10,269gms), (2).
£800-1,200

Detail of Lot 53
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A large Blue John bowl

Winnats Five Vein
Of steep-sided circular form on foot, the mainly dark amethyst field with two large areas 
of paler veining, one of leaf form and ‘cracked ice’ tone, the other a U-shaped band of 
parallel veining, 160mm diameter x 75mm high, 809gms.
£2,000-3,000

A large Blue John pedestal bowl

19th century
Old Tor Vein
The steep-sided hemispherical body with good bands of veining, raised on a triple-knopped 
broadening stem and stepped foot, 154mm rim diameter x 193mm high, 1,443gms.
£3,000-4,000

A Blue John goblet

Blue John Cavern vein group
The rounded funnel bowl with pale rim over dark veining, on an 
annular knopped waisted stem with integral stepped foot, 59mm rim 
diameter x 102mm high, 245gms.
£300-400

A Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

Odin Vein
The hemispherical bowl of dark amethyst hue with lighter banding and 
inclusions, on a waisted support, annular knopped cylindrical stem and 
domed foot, 65mm rim diameter x 114mm high, 158gms.
£300-400

A Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein, attributed to Cyril Adamson
Of steep-sided circular form with good ‘cracked ice’ and zig-zag 
markings, shading from pale lilac through amethyst to dark violet, 
72mm diameter x 42mm high, 164gms.
£300-400

A Blue John bowl

Winnats Five Vein
Of hemispherical form with mottling and veining shading from white to 
dark violet, 63mm diameter x 23mm high, 81gms.
£200-300

A Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein, attributed to Cyril Adamson
Of footed hemispherical form having a dark violet central marking, 
within clear band and lilac outer banding of undulating design, vein 
source label beneath, 126mm diameter x 58mm high, 589gms.
£1,500-2,000

Detail of Lot 60

Detail of Lot 55
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61

62

63

64

65

66

67

A large Blue John pedestal urn

Of ovoid form with stepped fixed ‘cover’ over ribbed shoulder and stepped 
domed socle, raised on a cuboid Hatterel pedestal with stepped white marble 
table and plinth, 348mm high, 4,809gms all-in.
£1,500-2,000

An unusual fired Blue John chalice

Winnats One Vein
The rounded bowl with iron-rich ‘coral’ colouring and bands of lilac veining over 
a sectional stem of alternating red and pale lilac sections, on a stepped foot, 
83mm rim diameter x 177mm high, 509gms.
£600-800

A Blue John pedestal cup

The pan-topped circular bowl with lilac patch to the ‘cracked ice’ ground, on a 
multi-knopped tapering stem and spreading foot with lilac banding, 71mm rim 
diameter x 135mm high, 243gms.
£600-800

A Blue John goblet

The hemispherical bowl with pale lilac veining on a knopped stem and plain 
foot, 48mm rim diameter x 82mm high, 104gms.
£150-200

A small Blue John bowl

Of steep-sided circular form with slightly flared rim, violet veining on a lilac 
ground, 52mm diameter x 25mm high, 67gms.
£100-150

A Blue John shallow bowl or dish

Of circular form with lilac and pale pink colouration, 94mm diameter x 34mm 
high, 165gms.
£120-180

A Blue John and white marble paperweight

The rectangular body quarter-veneered to the upper face with pale lilac banded 
blue John, 72mm x 45mm x 20mm high, 183gms all-in.
£100-150

Detail of Lot 62
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A fine Blue John chalice

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
With flat-bottomed hemispherical bowl having violet rim and some zig-zag veining on a 
shouldered tapering stem and stepped foot, 97mm rim diameter x 175mm high, 645gms.
£1,500-2,000

A fine pair of Blue John chalices

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Each with flat-bottomed hemispherical bowl having violet rim and some zig-zag 
veining over darker interior on a shouldered tapering stem and ogee foot, 99mm rim 
diameter x 160mm high, 541gms and 531gms, total 1,072gms, (2).
£4,000-6,000
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71

72

73

74

75

76
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A Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

Old Tor Vein
The shallow ogee bowl with waisted upper body, having amethyst banding and patches 
to the Hatterel ground, on a multi-knopped stem with lilac central section, raised on a 
stepped domed foot, 102mm diameter x 184mm high, 690gms.
£800-1,200

A Blue John pedestal cup

Millers Vein
The hemispherical bowl with dark rim over fine lilac parallel banding, on a tall knopped 
cylindrical stem and spreading Treak Cliff Blue Vein foot, 64mm rim diameter x 137mm 
high, 256gms.
£500-700

A Blue John saucer dish

Blue John Cavern vein group, possibly New Cavern vein
The shallow circular body with variegated toning from cream to lilac, with crinoidal 
limestone bonded to Blue John, 141mm diameter x 25mm high, 426gms.
£300-400

A Blue John shallow bowl or dish

Blue John Cavern vein group
Of squat circular form, shading from ‘cracked ice’ to lilac and amethyst at rim, 77mm 
diameter x 25mm high, 131gms.
£150-200

A Blue John pedestal dish or tazza

Blue John Cavern vein group
The shallow ogee bowl with concentric internal moulded bands and flared rim on a 
medially-knopped tapering stem and stepped foot, 94mm rim diameter x 100mm high, 
353gms.
£300-400

A Blue John saucer dish

New Cavern Vein
Of circular form with attractive dark amethyst patches, 154mm diameter x 24mm high, 
367gms, (repaired).
£300-400

A Blue John candlestick

The bulging socket with purple rim veining, over disc knop, bulbous stem and dished 
integral drip-tray, 73mm high, 228gms.
£150-200

A Blue John scent bottle

Of ovoid form with good lilac veining on a vaseline ground, the stopper with spherical lilac 
paste finial, 50mm long and 68gms excluding stopper.
£100-150

A small Blue John egg

Of mainly violet and lilac hue with some white veining, 37mm long, 32gms.
£80-120

A small Derbyshire fluorspar shallow bowl or dish

Of circular form with ‘cracked ice’ ground having galena patches, 54mm 
diameter x 20mm high, 38gms.
£50-80

Detail of Lot 70

Detail of Lot 71
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80

81

82

83

84

85

85A 

86

A Blue John bracelet

Of conjoined gilt metal openwork flowerhead design, mounted with seven varying Blue 
John specimen boulders, 198mm long, 20gms all-in.
£30-50

A fine Art Deco sterling silver and Blue John necklace

Stamp of Thomas Lyster Mott of Birmingham, second quarter 20th century
Formed of twenty-six (26) rectangular cushion-shaped panels within sterling tray beds 
each having millegrain bead edge and ring lugs, stamped verso to one bed ‘TLM 
STERLING ENGLAND’, each panel approx. 8mm x 12mm, total length inc. loop fastener 
370mm.

Thomas Lyster Mott (b.1881) joined his father Thomas London Mott’s firm at 79 Vyse 
Street (a stone’s throw from these rooms) and introduced the Art Deco style of jewellery, 
incorporating butterfly wing and other elements into his designs. He exhibited at the 1924 
British Empire Exhibition, and is listed in Grace’s Guide at the British Industries Exhibitions 
of 1929 and 1947.
£300-500

Four assorted Blue John brooches

Comprising three oval, to include one cabochon within lozenge frame, and a circular 
example on bar, (4).
£40-60

A Blue John pendant

Of oval section with medial purple vein, 35mm x 56mm, with suspension loop and sterling 
silver belcher-link chain, 35gms all-in.
£30-50

A Blue John pendant

Of oval section with lilac and dark amethyst parallel veining, 29mm x 37mm, in white 
metal surround with flowerhead-centred scroll suspension loop on fancy belcher-link 
chain, 13gms.
£30-50

A Blue John pendant

Of oval section with amethyst veining, 14mm x 22mm, in silver surround hallmarked 
Edinburgh, 1995, maker RW, with scroll suspension loop and sterling silver double 
belcher-link chain, 22gms all-in.
£30-50

(Not pictured) A pair of sterling silver-backed Blue John cufflinks

Each having two oval shallow cabochon panels, the backs stamped STERLING, 
18mm x 14mm, 12gms all-in.
£40-60

A Blue John souvenir teaspoon and letter opener

The former silver, with oval panel to terminal, the shaft hallmarked Birmingham, 1978, 
maker S & Co., 110mm long, 10gms all-in, the latter silver-plate on brass, the Eastern-
style blade with knopped handle to a claw and ball terminal enclosing a Blue John 
marble, 107mm, (2).
£30-50
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Detail of Lot 87
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95

A Blue John bowl

Of footed squat circular form, with intermittent dark rim patches and violet veining on a ‘cracked 
ice’ ground, 70mm diameter x 23mm high, 83gms.
£80-120

A fired Blue John goblet

Winnats Five Vein
The ogee bowl with good zig-zag parallel veining, the multi-knopped tapering stem on a stepped 
domed Treak Cliff Blue Vein foot, 77mm rim diameter x 184mm high, 464gms.
£600-800

A Blue John miniature chalice or goblet

Millers Vein
The rounded funnel bowl with dark rim band over medial veining, the ground shading from 
lilac to ‘vaseline’, on a conforming plain cylindrical stem and dished circular foot, 33mm rim 
diameter x 67mm high, 73gms, (A/F)
£120-180

A small Blue John pedestal cup or goblet

Millers Vein
Reputedly ‘The Millers Chalice’, the first piece of Millers Vein Blue John to be fashioned into a stem cup
The rounded funnel bowl with wavy horizontal bands of lilac veining, on a single-knopped stem and 
a plain foot, 48mm rim diameter x 122mm high, 166gms.
£600-800

A Blue John egg cup

Millers Vein
The tapering circular body with good parallel rim banding over ‘milky’ translucency and a flared 
foot, 43mm diameter and height, 89gms.
£100-150

A Blue John pedestal cup

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The pan-topped circular bowl on knopped tapering support and bulging sectional stem with dark 
central section between two lighter sections, on a plain foot, 69mm rim diameter x 126mm high, 
256gms.
£500-700

A small Blue John dish

The squat circular body with ‘milky’ translucency and a band of purple veining, 58mm 
diameter x 17mm high, 41gms.
£80-120

A small Blue John bowl 

The hemispherical body with a medial band of violet veining beneath pale rim, 49mm 
diameter x 29mm high, 63gms.
£100-150

A small Blue John salt

Of bulging cauldron form, with lilac and amethyst tones on a clear ground with rust-coloured 
veining, 37mm rim diameter x 20mm high, 38gms.
£40-60
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Detail of Lot 97

96

97

A good pair of Blue John ormolu-mounted candlesticks

Early 19th century
The bead-edged cylindrical socket on waisted support, the ovoid Blue John stem with 
leaf-cast collar and apron, over triangular base with anthemion motifs raised on three 
scroll-backed paw feet headed by sunburst motifs, 191mm high, 726gms and 791gms, 
1,517gms overall, (2).
£1,000-1,500

A good ormolu-mounted Blue John cassolet or urn and cover

Early 19th century, in the manner of Matthew Boulton
The finely cast cover with seated child beside two birds, above a heart-pierced frieze with 
beaded rim between bifurcated foliate scroll handles flanking an ovoid body with moulded 
collar, raised on a fluted socle and canted square base with incised edges, 200mm high, 
1,207gms all-in.
£1,500-2,000
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98 A superb Regency Blue John campana-form urn and cover

Early 19th century
The spreading cover with compressed ball finial, the body with wavy rim over fine veining, 
gadrooned lower body, and knopped spreading socle raised on a a square base and a 
large Ashford marble plinth, 515mm high, approx 13kg all in.
£15,000-20,000



98 (alternate view)
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Lots 99 & 100 Top View

99

100
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102

103

104

A fine Blue John pedestal bowl or tazza

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The flat-bottomed hemispherical bowl with flared rim over pale band of veining and 
shading from dark amethyst to pale lilac, on a double-knopped ‘gun barrel’ stem and 
stepped foot, 136mm rim diameter x 199mm high, 1,119gms.
£3,000-4,000

A Blue John chalice

Winnats Five Vein
The hemispherical bowl with bands of zig-zag parallel veining, on a multi-knopped 
broadening stem and stepped foot, 100mm rim diameter x 150mm high, 660gms.
£1,000-1,500

A Blue John pedestal urn

The ovoid urn with fixed spreading ‘cover’ over shouldered body on a single knop and 
flared foot, raised upon a stepped cylindrical pedestal with white marble table and 
conforming stepped foot, 253mm high overall, 1,820gms all-in.
£800-1,200

A Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Of steep-sided circular form with good zig-zag veining and dark patches, 106mm 
diameter x 64mm high, 340gms.
£600-800

A small Blue John goblet

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The tapering bowl on a knopped tapering stem and domed foot, 44mm rim 
diameter x 98mm high, 125gms, (A/F).
£100-150

A Blue John pedestal cup

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The steep-sided bowl with an arc of lilac veining, and a similar patch with dark amethyst 
centre, on a ‘milky’ ground, the knopped stem on a small dished foot, 54mm rim 
diameter x 103mm high, 151gms.
£150-200
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105

106

107

108
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111

A large Blue John pedestal cup

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The squat circular bowl with incurved rim, dark rim and centre flanking paler band, 
on an extremely tall multi-knopped stem and spreading foot, 97mm maximum 
diameter x 239mm high, 796gms.
£800-1,200

A Blue John pedestal cup

The flared bowl, shading from clear to dark amethyst, with ribbed collar on an annular-
knopped ‘vaseline’ stem and stepped domed foot, 70mm rim diameter x 142mm high, 
256gms.
£400-600

A Blue John pedestal cup

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The hemispherical bowl with sloping rim over bands of vertical veining on a multi-knopped 
cylindrical stem and stepped foot, 51mm maximum diameter x 123mm high, 173gms.
£300-400

A Blue John pedestal cup or goblet

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The steep-sided bowl with a band of lilac veining on a ‘milky’ ground, the knopped stem 
on a small dished foot, 61mm rim diameter x 101mm high, 194gms.
£200-300

A small Blue John goblet or pedestal cup

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The hemispherical bowl with flared rim, mottled lilac and violet hue, on a ‘vaseline’ stem 
and foot with subtle lilac banding, 48mm rim diameter x 85mm high, 98gms.
£200-300

A Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein, attributed to Peter Sharp
Of steep-sided circular form with a broad rim band of dark amethyst veining over 
‘cracked ice’ ground, vein source label beneath, 54mm diameter x 37mm high, 85gms.
£150-200

A Blue John trencher salt

The squat balustroid body on integral spreading foot, the whole of pale lilac translucency 
shading to clear, 40mm maximum diameter x 34mm high, 97gms.
£100-150
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A Blue John chalice

New Cavern Vein
The rounded bucket bowl over marbled rim and bands of zig-zag parallel veining, on 
a disc-knopped broadening stem and flared foot, 88mm rim diameter x 198mm high, 
635gms.
£1,500-2,000

A large Derbyshire fluorspar urn

Of neoclassical ovoid form with turned brass finial over fixed ‘cover’, bulging collar with 
cavetto-moulded channel beneath, and two-piece tapering body, on gilt socle and 
spreading foot, 310mm high overall, 4,918gms all-in.
£800-1,200

A Blue John pedestal dish or tazza

New Cavern Vein
The circular bowl with internal central boss framing dark amethyst interior, parallel veining 
and pale rim, on a waisted stem, cylindrical Derbyshire fluorspar pedestal, square base 
and onyx plinth, 104mm rim diameter x 155mm high overall, 887gms.
£600-800

A Blue John pedestal cup or goblet

The steep-sided bowl with basal band of dark amethyst veining, over knopped 
broadening stem and stepped foot, raised on an Ashford marble plinth, 78mm rim 
diameter x 142mm high overall, 382gms all-in.
£600-800

A small Blue John shallow bowl or dish

New Cavern Vein
Of squat circular form, one half with purple veining shading from dark amethyst to lilac, 
70mm diameter x 24mm high, 106gms.
£250-350

A Blue John candlestick

Winnats One Vein
The dished circular base with good parallel violet banding, framing a central stepped 
socket of three stepped concentric rings, 100mm diameter x 30mm high, 291gms.
£400-500
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Detail of Lot 124 Detail of Lot 123
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125

A Blue John pedestal cup

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The squat ogee bowl with flared rim over shouldered base, mainly of dark amethyst hue 
with some clear zig-zag veining and lightening towards the rim, over stepped collar and 
knopped stem on paler stepped domed foot, 77mm diameter x 147mm high, 372gms.
£500-700

A Blue John pedestal dish or tazza.

Blue John Cavern vein group
The circular top on a turned tapering stem, stepped foot and square Ashford marble 
plinth, the whole with good veining and colour, 140mm diameter x 182mm high, 
1,182gms.
£800-1,200

A Blue John goblet

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The rounded funnel bowl, with mottled ‘cracked ice’ ground shading from clear to 
dark amethyst, on a multi-knopped tapering stem and dished domed foot, 41mm rim 
diameter x 100m high, 135gms.
£150-200

A Blue John egg cup

Twelve Vein
The tapering circular body with parallel rim banding, incised initials PKH beneath, 50mm 
diameter and height, 167gms.
£80-120

A Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Of hemispherical form with scattered lilac patches to the dark amethyst body, 63mm 
diameter x 39mm high, 97gms.
£150-200

A Blue John bowl

Twelve Vein
Of steep-sided circular form with good parallel bands of lilac and dark amethyst banding 
shading to clear, 107mm diameter x 50mm high, 331gms.
£300-400

A Blue John shallow bowl or dish

Twelve Vein
Of squat circular form, the ‘cracked ice’ ground with a broad arc of purple veining 
shading from lilac to violet, incised PKH beneath, 100mm diameter x 24mm high, 
193gms.
£200-300

A Blue John bowl

Of hemispherical form with patches of dark violet, amethyst and lilac hues, 61mm 
diameter x 29mm high, 77gms.
£150-200
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Lot 129 (Top View)
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A Blue John pedestal urn

Winnats One Vein
The shouldered ovoid body with tiered ring-knopped fixed cover over vertical dark violet 
bands, on spreading socle and cuboid fluorite pedestal with Ashford marble table and 
plinth, 280mm high overall, 2,549gms all-in.
£1,500-2,000

A Blue John pedestal urn

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The neoclassical ovoid body with ball finial and disc knop over ribbed medial band, on 
tapering stem and flared foot, raised upon a cuboid pedestal with white marble table and 
plinth, 255mm high, 2,295gms.
£1,200-1,800

A Blue John candlestick

Winnats Five Vein
With ovoid socket of dark hue on a one-piece pedestal ‘sundial’ support with circular top, 
balustroid stem and stepped domed foot, the whole with good variegated toning from 
‘vaseline’ to dark amethyst, 77mm base diameter x 167mm high, 671gms.
£400-600

A Blue John pedestal dish or tazza

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The shallow ogee bowl with raised disc to centre, on a knopped tapering black slate 
stem and spreading foot, raised upon a squat cuboid base with Ashford marble table and 
stepped plinth, 123mm diameter x 140mm high, 1,337gms all-in.
£400-600

A Blue John bowl

Twelve vein
Of rounded funnel form with bands of amethyst and dark violet banding over paler 
veining, 74mm diameter x 48mm high, 214gms.
£200-300

A Blue John bowl

Of squat circular form and dark violet hue with some lighter veining visible under light, 
incised initials PKH beneath, 103mm diameter x 28mm high, 190gms.
£150-200
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133

134

A Crich spar and ormolu lamp base

The rounded cylindrical body with waisted neck over female 
masks, floral swags, wave-incised collar and leaf-capped scroll 
handles, raised on a spreading socle and podium base raised 
on wing-backed paw feet, 394mm high excluding bayonet 
fitting, 5,803gms all-in.
£400-600

An ormolu-mounted Hatterel cassolet or urn and cover

Early 19th century
The cover with spirally-reeded ball finial and domed surmount 
to the spreading cover, the underside with cylindrical socket 
having ribbed rim and medial band over acanthus-cast bulging 
base and circular drip-tray, the ovoid body with acanthus collar 
between bearded horned satyr mask handles, on acanthus 
apron and spreading socle with canted square foot with disc-
decorated edges, 200mm high, 1,237gms.
£200-300

An ormolu-mounted Weardale spar (green fluorite) 

candelabrum

19th century
Probably Rogerley mine, Frosterley
The surmount of three flowers in bloom (as sockets) beside 
similar branching buds, over a two-handled ovoid body with 
bifurcated handles on acanthus apron, spreading socle with 
laurel foot ring, and square plinth base, 307mm high, 2,940gms.
£200-300

Detail of Lot 134
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Detail of Lot 140

Detail of Lot 138
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A Blue John pedestal dish or tazza

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The dished circular bowl with rolled rim and bands of dark veining, on a waisted stem 
and folded foot, raised upon an Ashford marble plinth, 215mm rim diameter x 147mm 
high, 2,296gms.
£600-800

A Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Of hemispherical form with brown veining, shading from clear through lilac to violet, 
104mm diameter x 44mm high, 327gms.
£400-600

A large Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Of hemispherical form on foot, the mainly pale lilac ‘cracked ice’ field with a broad ring 
of darker parallel veining and finer rings of lilac veining, 165mm diameter x 77mm high, 
778gms.
£400-600

A Blue John bowl

Twelve Vein
Of steep-sided circular form with bulging rim and a medial band of ribbing, with good 
horizontal parallel veining, 69mm diameter x 56mm high, 187gms.
£500-700

A Blue John footed bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The squat circular body with mottled lilac to violet ground and an arc of paler rim 
banding, 73mm rim diameter x 28mm high, 124gms.
£60-90

A Blue John bowl

The shallow hemispherical body with central leaf-shaped lilac marking, within clear 
‘cracked ice’ border, incised PKH beneath, 76mm diameter x 28mm high, 98gms.
£150-200

A small Blue John bowl

Millers Vein
Of hemispherical form with good parallel banding, 34mm diameter x 18mm high, 28gms.
£60-90

A small Blue John bowl

Of hemispherical form with flared foot, 54mm diameter x 33mm high, 74gms.
£100-150

A small Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Of squat circular form with dark violet and amethyst mottling, 48mm diameter x 20mm 
high, 52gms, (A/F)
£30-50
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144 A fine Blue John cassolet or urn and cover

The double-sided cover with ball finial over disc knop, and to the other side a cast 
campana-form candle socket, over neoclassical ovoid body with lilac veining on a rust-
coloured ground, raised on a spreading socle and an Ashford marble plinth, 218mm high 
overall, 1,736gms.
£3,000-4,000



144 (Lid reversed)
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145
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A fine Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

Blue John Cavern Five Vein
The steep-sided circular bowl with flat base, having five veins of varying thicknesses and 
tones, on a bulbous upper stem and stepped lower stem to a spreading foot, 99mm rim 
diameter x 183mm high, 711gms.
£1,500-2,000

A fine Blue John chalice

Old Tor Vein
With flat-bottomed hemispherical bowl having pronounced violet veining on a slender 
ovoid tapering stem and domed spreading foot, 98mm rim diameter x 168mm high, 
546gms.
£1,500-2,000

A Blue John urn

Winnats One Vein
Of neoclassical ovoid form, the stepped fixed cover with ball finial, on ogee shoulder, 
broadening stem and stepped foot, the whole with dark amethyst veining on a Hatterel 
ground, 170mm high, 1,279gms.
£500-700

A Blue John bowl

Winnats One Vein
Of steep-sided form on foot, with a ring of violet banding, 103mm diameter x 48mm high, 
331gms.
£300-400

A Blue John pin dish

Blue John Cavern Five Vein
Of circular form with bands of lilac and violet veining plus a darker rim patch on a ‘mutton 
fat’ ground, 120mm diameter x 22mm high, 254gms, (A/F).
£100-150

A Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

Winnats One Vein
The flat-bottomed hemispherical bowl with dark amethyst veining, on a double ring-
knopped broadening stem and stepped domed foot, 83mm rim diameter x 144mm high, 
363gms.
£1,200-1,800
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Lot 151 Top View
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A Blue John pedestal dish or tazza

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The dished circular bowl with raised central boss and bands veining, 
on a multi-knopped broadening stem and stepped foot, 153mm rim 
diameter x 179mm high, 1,139gms.
£800-1,200

A Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

Winnats One Vein
The rounded funnel bowl with medial wavy band of veining, on a conforming 
bulbous stem and stepped foot, 82mm rim diameter x 121mm high, 580gms.
£250-350

A Blue John bowl

Millers Vein
Possibly Harold Harrison Collection
Of hemispherical form on integral foot, with lilac and violet parallel rim banding over 
pale lilac rings on a ‘vaseline’ ground, 96mm diameter x 68mm high, 342gms.
£300-400

A Blue John photograph frame

Old Dining Room Vein
Of square form with circular silver border hallmarked London, 1923, HG&S (for 
Henry Griffiths & Sons), with white marble back and ‘fin’ shaped easel support, 
69mm square, 198gms all-in.
£150-200

A Blue John bowl

Blue John Cavern vein group
Of steep-sided circular form with fine full-depth parallel zig-zag veining to a 
‘vaseline’ foot, 84mm diameter x 59mm high, 312gms.
£300-400

A Blue John bowl

Millers Vein
Harold Harrison Collection
Of hemispherical form with good lilac wavy parallel banding to rim, over pale 
golden veining, 81mm diameter x 37mm high, 205gms, (s/d).
£150-200

A small Blue John pedestal dish

Old Tor Vein
The flared circular bowl with U-shaped dark amethyst veining and an arc of 
finer parallel veining, over ribbed collar, knopped spreading stem and stepped 
foot, 58mm diameter x 72mm high, 90gms, (A/F).
£200-300

A small Blue John salt

Winnats One Vein
Of footed hemispherical form with dark undulating rim veining, 31mm 
diameter x 22mm high, 30gms.
£50-80

A small Blue John bowl

Of hemispherical form with marble ‘vaseline’ hue and dark medial band, 45mm 
diameter x 22mm high, 53gms.
£60-90
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160 (Alternate View)



160 A large and fine Blue John pedestal urn

Of neoclassical shouldered ovoid form with ball finial and flared surmount to the spreading 
fixed ‘cover’, over plain collar, the body with good vertical veining, raised on a spreading 
socle, the Blue John cuboid pedestal with Ashford marble table, onyx collar and apron, 
and Ashford marble plinth, 425mm high overall, 7,286gms.
£5,000-7,000
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A Blue John boulder

Maximum dimensions 240mm x 180mm x 105mm high, 4,943gms.
£50-80

A Blue John mounted slice

Old Tor Vein
Of irregular triangular ‘fin’ form, the two polished faces with parallel veining, one face with 
support, on irregular oblong plinth base, maximum dimensions 52mm x 40mm x 60mm 
high, 102gms.
£40-60

A Blue John slice

Millers Vein
Of triangular ‘shark fin’ form with attractive radial ‘tree ring’ veining shading from pale 
to dark, 71mm wide x 822m high, on a rectangular Ashford marble plinth, 93mm high 
overall, 86gms all-in.
£50-80

A pair of Blue John bookends

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Each of crescent form with thick banded slice having radial markings, on a darker sold Blue 
John base, 114mm and 119mm, 335gms and 378gms respectively, total 713gms, (2).
£200-300

A Blue John sample

Of irregular boulder form, with polished face with good banding, maximum dimensions 
80mm x 63mm x 29mm high, 285gms.
£50-80

A Blue John sample

Of irregular boulder form, maximum dimensions 55mm x 64mm x 30mm high, 115gms.
£40-60

A Blue John sample

Of elongated boulder form, the polished faces with good veining, maximum dimensions 
75mm x 23mm x 22mm high, 202gms.
£40-60
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169
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A fluorite obelisk

Of simple broadening square section with pyramidal top, the whole with good horizontal 
banding, 31mm square at base x 98mm high, 222gms.
£10-20

A fluorite incense/oil burner or night light

The canted cuboid body with dished top over candle recess, 71mm x 84mm x 102mm high, 
1682gms.
£30-50

A pair of amethyst salts

Each of dished oblong form with sloping sides, 62mm x 47mm x 18mm high, 98gms and 
101gms, total 199gms, (2).
£30-50

Two chevron amethyst samples

The first of irregular boulder form, the two polished faces with good zig-zag banding, maximum 
dimensions 77mm x 57mm x 27mm high, 202gms, the second smaller having polished faces 
with good parallel banding, maximum dimensions 37mm x 26mm x 19mm high, 32gms, (2).
£20-30

A small fluorite octagonal bowl

Of mottled amethyst hue with hemispherical interior and pentagonally-facetted exterior, 60mm 
rim diameter x 27mm high, 74gms.
£20-30

A fluorite marble

Of spherical form with clear and violet banding, 28mm diameter, 47gms.
£10-20

A chevron amethyst paperweight

Of oval form with facetted upper edge, various white-edge inclusions and banding in tones of 
lilac and pale grey, 76mm x 55mm x 25mm high, 205gms.
£30-50

A hardstone scent bottle

The ovoid body with brown and beige hue, glowing violet under light, 48mm long excluding 
blue paste stopper, 43gms all-in.
£50-80

A small fluorite bowl

Of hemispherical form and fine gauge, with unusual lilac veining to the translucent body, 50mm 
diameter x 23mm high, 30gms, (A/F).
£20-30

A silver and purple agate box

The oval push-on cover mounted with an agate slice having good lilac and pale pink veining, 
within silver rim on a box with pierced double gallery, hallmarked beneath Edinburgh, 1984, 
maker DD, 55mm x 40mm x 33mm high, 51gms all-in.
£50-80

A group of assorted costume jewellery

To include: an amethyst chip necklace, flowerhead ring, agate brooch, four various pendants, 
four bar brooches, an oval brooch with silver frame, and an oval cabochon ring with silver 
frame and band, etc., each piece imitating Blue John, (qty)
£20-30

168 An amethyst ink bottle

The hinged cover with flattened bun finial over engraved rim, the canted cuboid body with 
conforming collar, 68mm square x 110mm high, 897gms.
£120-180
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A Blue John bowl

Of footed hemispherical form, with lilac concentric veining akin to tree rings within darker 
border, 90mm diameter x 33mm high, 128gms.
£150-200

A Blue John bowl

Of hemispherical form with internal central ‘cracked ice’ marking shading to dark 
amethyst towards the rim, externally displaying parallel banding on a pale foot, 68mm 
diameter x 33mm high, 96gms.
£150-200

A small Blue John dish 

Of circular form, one half dark violet, the other half paler but with dark banding with broad 
stripe of violet and paler lilac band to one side, 75mm diameter x 15mm high, 60gms.
£100-150

A small Blue John bowl

Of steep-sided circular form shading from translucent lilac to dark violet, 62mm 
diameter x 32mm high,115gms.
£150-200

A small Blue John shallow bowl or dish

Of footed squat circular form, 57mm diameter x 18mm high, 64gms.
£40-60

A small Blue John bowl

Of bulging circular form and dark hue with amethyst highlights, 56mm diameter x 20mm 
high, 73gms.
£30-50

A Blue John shallow bowl or dish

Of squat circular form with white zig-zag veining to the marbled amethyst ground, 69mm 
diameter x 26mm high, 102gms.
£100-150

A small Blue John bowl 

Of footed hemispherical form with lilac and violet marbling, 45mm diameter x 22mm high, 
43gms.
£100-150

A small Blue John shallow bowl or dish

Of circular form with dark violet patches on a mottled lilac ground, 46mm 
diameter x 16mm high, 28gms.
£60-90

A small Blue John shallow bowl or dish

Of squat circular form, the mottled ground shading from clear through lilac to violet, 
58mm diameter x 18mm high, 64gms.
£40-60

A small Blue John shallow bowl or dish

With band of parallel veining on a ‘vaseline’ ground, 58mm diameter x 18mm high, 
56gms.
£100-150

A small Blue John bowl

Of hemispherical form with a pale lilac band between darker patches, 40mm 
diameter x 22mm high, 35gms.
£80-120

A small Blue John bowl

Of hemispherical form with all-over veining, 37mm rim diameter x 16mm high, 29gms, 
(A/F).
£30-50
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A Blue John pedestal urn

19th century
Of neoclassical shouldered ovoid form, the ball knop over spreading fixed ‘cover’, the 
shoulder with double rib on a short stem and stepped foot, raised upon a cylindrical 
pedestal with stepped Ashford marble table and foot, 305mm high, 2,947gms.
£1,200-1,800

A Derbyshire fluorspar chalice

The rounded funnel bowl with ribbed collar on a tapering socle and domed foot, the 
whole of rust-coloured marbled hues, 111mm rim diameter x 139mm high, 1,334gms.
£100-150

A large Blue John egg

With spaced bands of violet veining, 90mm long, 657gms.
£200-300

A Blue John bowl

Old Tor Vein
Of hemispherical form with violet banding on a mottled ground, 70mm diameter x 35mm 
high, 123gms.
£250-350

A small Blue John shallow bowl or dish

Blue John Cavern vein group
Of squat circular form with good parallel veining, 56mm diameter x 18mm high, 60gms.
£200-300

A small Blue John bowl

Winnats Five Vein
Of hemispherical form with broad violet strip and fine parallel banding, 54mm 
diameter x 22mm high, 48gms.
£150-200

A Blue John goblet

Five Vein
The tulip-shaped bowl with good dark parallel veining, on a multi-knopped tapering 
stem and stepped foot, the ground of yellowish hue with some iron streaks, 64mm rim 
diameter x 190mm high, 506gms.
£1,500-2,000
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A Blue John obelisk

Treak Cliff Blue Vein, attributed to Peter Sharp
Of typical broadening square section with pyramidal top, with full-depth violet banding, 
Ashford marble base, Blue John pedestal and stepped Ashford marble plinth, 225mm 
high, 424gms.
£150-200

A Blue John obelisk

Treak Cliff Blue Vein, attributed to Peter Sharp
Of typical broadening square section with pyramidal top, with full-depth violet banding, 
Ashford marble base, Blue John pedestal and stepped Ashford marble plinth, 137mm 
high, 122gms.
£80-120

Three small Blue John obelisks.

Treak Cliff Blue Vein, attributed to Peter Sharp
Each of typical broadening square section, the first of violet hue with Ashford marble knop 
and base, 98mm, 73gms; the second with Blue John socle shading from violet to clear, 
Ashford marble base and white marble plinth, 87mm high, 62gms, together with another 
similar, 98mm, 51gms, total 186gms, (s/d), (3)
£100-150

A Blue John pyramid

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
With violet and lilac variegation, 57mm square x 57mm high, 257gms.
£150-200

Detail of Lot 203
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A Blue John urn

Winnats One Vein
Of neoclassical ovoid form, the fixed domed Hatterel surmount with ball finial, over 
bulging shoulder with zig-zag veining and a tapering body with lilac banding, raised on a 
conforming stem and a stepped domed Hatterel foot, 185mm high, 2,467gms.
£800-1,200

A Blue John pedestal urn

Old Tor Vein
The neoclassical ovoid body with stepped domed surmount over ribbed medial band, 
on tapering stem and flared foot, the whole with dark amethyst patches to body and 
foot, raised upon a cuboid pedestal with Ashford marble table and plinth, 248mm high, 
2,524gms.
£1,000-1,500

A large Hatterel pedestal urn

Of neoclassical ovoid form with ball finial and disc surmount over stepped shoulder, 
knopped short stem and stepped foot, the sand-coloured body with some metallic galena 
patches, raised on a conforming cuboid pedestal with Ashford marble table and plinth, 
342mm high, 4,552gms.
£1,000-1,500

A small Hatterel pedestal cup

The squat circular body on a knopped bulging stem and stepped foot, of mainly golden 
and ochre hues, 50mm diameter x 71mm high, 139gms.
£50-80

A Hatterel pedestal dish or tazza

The dished circular top with moulded external banding, on a knopped tapering 
stem, domed foot and broadening pedestal, the whole of sandy colour with some 
translucency and rust-coloured inclusions, raised on an Ashford marble plinth, 123mm 
diameter x 120mm high overall, 993gms.
£300-400
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A Blue John pedestal dish or tazza

Winnats Five Vein
The shallow circular bowl with flared rim, having an arc of parallel veining framing central 
raised boss, on a multi-knopped stem and ogee domed foot, 112mm diameter x 190mm 
high, 654gms.
£800-1,200

A Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

Winnats Five Vein
The hemispherical bowl with dark violet rim banding and pale wavy veining over amethyst 
‘cracked ice’ ground, the unusual stem with alternate purple and pale sections having 
pairs of annular knops, on a stepped domed foot, 80mm rim diameter x 165mm high, 
428gms.
£700-900

A Blue John pedestal dish or tazza

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The shallow pan-topped circular bowl with dark violet rim banding and centre, 
interspersed with paler areas, the unusual stem with alternate purple and pale 
sections, the former having pairs of annular knops, on a stepped foot, 108mm rim 
diameter x 165mm high, 480gms.
£800-1,200

A Blue John bowl

Blue John Cavern vein group
Of shallow circular form with good dark purple veining and patches, 74mm 
diameter x 24mm high, 96gms.
£200-300

A large Blue John pedestal cup

Winnats Five Vein
The hemispherical bowl (A/F) of dark hue, on a multi-knopped stem of alternating purple 
and pale sections, on sloping foot, 80mm maximum diameter x 165mm high, 428gms.
£200-300

A Blue John pedestal cup

The hemispherical bowl shading from dark violet to pale lilac with some marbling, on a 
knopped stem and spreading foot, 55mm rim diameter x 118mm high, 185gms.
£250-350

A Blue John pedestal cup

Blue John Cavern vein group
The hemispherical bowl with broad dark amethyst banding flanking finer lilac veining, on a 
tapering multi-knopped stem and plain foot, 44mm rim diameter x 96mm high, 104gms.
£200-300

A small Blue John shallow bowl or dish

Of squat circular form with lilac ring veining and broad arc of violet on a ‘vaseline’ ground, 
60mm diameter x 20mm high, 64gms.
£150-200

A Blue John and white onyx pin dish

The circular central well within square surround having banded top and sides, on four 
corner supports, 77mm square x 16mm high, 180gms.
£150-200
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A Blue John chalice or goblet

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The straight-sided circular bowl having a pale lilac ground with large areas 
of darker purple, on an annular knopped sectional stem and dished foot, 
85mm rim diameter x 180mm high, 437gms.
£600-800

A Blue John goblet

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The rounded funnel body with slightly flared rim, shading from lilac though 
violet to dark amethyst, the multi-knopped tapering stem on a stepped foot, 
68mm diameter x 160mm high, 404gms.
£500-700

A Blue John urn

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
The elongated ovoid body with cast acorn and oak leaf surmount, raised 
on a conforming apron with tan-reeded knop to the spreading socle, upon 
Ashford marble plinth, 200mm high, 982gms all-in.
£400-600

A Blue John goblet

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Attributed to Eddie Fisher
The rounded funnel bowl with a band of lilac rim veining and another to 
base separated by a lighter ‘cracked ice’ band, the knopped stem on a 
small plain foot, 43mm rim diameter x 110mm high, 143gms.
£200-300

A Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Sold by Treak Cliff Cavern
Of hemispherical form with good zig-zag parallel veining throughout, 
112mm diameter x 67mm high, 453gms.
£400-600

A Blue John pedestal cup

The pan-topped bowl over bulging collar and multi-knopped tapering stem 
on stepped domed foot, 50mm x 86mm high, 153gms.
£150-200

A Blue John bowl

Treak Cliff Blue Vein
Of flat-bottomed hemispherical form with dark amethyst rim and zig-zag 
veining framing a dark centre, 99mm diameter x 42mm high, 174gms.
£400-600

Detail of Lot 222
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A Blue John bowl

Of shallow circular form with bulging sides, the ‘cracked ice’ ground with dark amethyst-
coloured patch, and arcs of lilac veining, 75mm maximum diameter x 32mm high, 150gms.
£200-300

A small Blue John shallow bowl or dish

The ‘vaseline’ ground with central lilac band and a darker patch to rim, 60mm 
diameter x 17mm high, 77gms.
£50-80

A Blue John shallow dish

Of squat circular form with two bands of amethyst parallel veining, 73mm diameter x 20mm 
high, 106gms.
£100-150

A Blue John bowl.

Of hemispherical form with parallel rim banding and a further purple ring to base, 55mm 
diameter x 30mm high, 77gms.
£120-180

A small Blue John bowl

Of hemispherical form with flared rim over undulating band of purple veining, 36mm 
diameter x 24mm high, 34gms.
£80-120

A Blue John bowl

Of shallow circular form, the ‘milky’ ground with an arc of purple veining to much of the 
circumference, 63mm diameter x 22mm high, 80gms.
£40-60

A small Blue John bowl

Of tapering circular form, with lilac veining over ‘vaseline’ body, 43mm diameter x 20mm high, 
41gms.
£80-120

A small Blue John shallow bowl or dish

Of squat circular form with bulging base, the ‘vaseline’ ground with an arc of lilac parallel 
veining and a similar rim patch, 58mm diameter x 16mm high, 59gms.
£40-60

A small Blue John bowl

Of hemispherical form with parallel rim banding, 41mm diameter x 24mm high, 43gms.
£60-90

A small Blue John dish

Of circular form with ‘cracked ice’ ground and a broad central band of lilac-edged dark amethyst 
veining, a second parallel band to one side of rim, 52mm diameter x 12mm high, 24gms.
£60-90

A small Blue John bowl

Of hemispherical form with parallel rim banding, 40mm diameter x 22mm high, 35gms.
£50-80

A small Blue John bowl

Of squat circular form with an undulating band of violet veining on a ‘cracked ice’ ground, 
44mm diameter x 20mm high, 35gms.
£100-150

A small Blue John bowl

Of circular form with ‘vaseline’ ground and a central wavy parallel band of amethyst veining, 
47mm diameter x 12mm high, 38gms.
£80-120
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A pair of Derbyshire fluorspar pedestal urns

Each of neoclassical shouldered ovoid form with mushroom finial over double rib to 
shoulder, the pinkish-grey body with some zig-zag veining, on a spreading socle and 
a medially-ribbed cylindrical pedestal with white marble table and plinth, 290mm high, 
3,022gms and 2,997gms, total 6,019gms, (2).
£400-600

A Blue John urn on pedestal

Winnats One Vein
The neoclassical shouldered ovoid body with stepped domed fixed cover on waisted 
spreading socle and cylindrical pedestal with turned rim and foot, 195mm high, 878gms.
£400-600

A Derbyshire Fluorspar pot and cover

The domed cover with bun finial, the squat ovoid body bisected by a pale lilac band of 
veining, 64mm maximum diameter and height, 252gms.
£50-80

A small Derbyshire Fluorspar bowl 
Of flared ‘tea bowl’ shape, shading from clear through ‘vaseline’ to rust-coloured veining, 
67mm diameter x 46mm high, 116gms.
£100-150
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A Blue John pedestal cup or chalice

The hemispherical bowl with flared rim over ribbed collar, on a multi-knopped tapering 
stem and domed foot, 80mm rim diameter x 174mm high, 394gms.
£600-800

A Blue John urn on pedestal

Bull Beef Vein
The squat classical body with broad bands of purple veining, the flared rim and waisted 
collar with medial fold on a spreading socle and Ashford marble podium, 90mm rim 
diameter x 100mm high, 461gms all-in.
£300-400

A Blue John pedestal cup

The hemispherical bowl on a waisted stem and stepped domed foot, 68mm rim 
diameter x 71mm high, 154gms.
£150-200

A Blue John urn

Old Tor Vein
With bun finial over stepped domed cover and tapering body on a bell-shaped foot, 
122mm high, 503gms.
£250-350

A pair of Blue John urns

Winnats Five Vein
Each of neoclassical shouldered ovoid form, the domed fixed cover with ball finial, on 
a knopped spreading socle and a Ashford marble plinth, 123mm high, 339gms and 
342gms all-in respectively, 681gms total, (2).
£400-600

A Blue John bowl

Odin Vein
Of bulging circular form and dark amethyst hue, a band of white veining to lower aspect 
visible under light, incised initials PKH (probably for Harrison Collection) beneath, 67mm 
diameter x 25mm high, 152gms.
£80-120

A Blue John bowl 

The ogee-sided body of deep amethyst hue, with veining visible under light, incised ‘PKH’ 
(probably for Harrison Collection) beneath, 59mm diameter x 25mm high, 75gms.
£80-120

A small Blue John bowl

Blue John Cavern vein group
Of bulging circular form on foot, the dark amethyst body with lighter inclusions and base, 
49mm diameter x 24mm high, 73gms.
£40-60
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250 A fine ormolu-mounted Blue John pedestal centrepiece

Winnats One Vein
In the manner of Sir William Chambers for Matthew Boulton
The heart-shaped pierced brass rim above an ovoid body with 
metal liner, raised upon three Egyptianesque atlantes each 
modelled as a standing figure with headdress and loincloth, 
framing a central ball-knopped support with disc base, all raised 
upon a concave triangular platform with paw mounts over fluted 
bun feet, 305mm high, 3,868gms all-in.
£3,000-5,000

(Alternate View)
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A large Blue John pedestal urn

Old Dining Room Vein and Winnats Twelve Vein
The neoclassical shouldered ovoid body with ball finial and disc knop over 
moulded collar and medial rib, raised on a spreading socle, the cuboid 
base with Ashford marble table and plinth with onyx friezes, 348mm high, 
4,187gms all-in.
£3,000-4,000

A large pair of Blue John obelisks

Attributed to Eddie Fisher
Each of typical broadening square form with pyramidal top, the bodies 
decorated in veined sections of varying shapes and sizes, on a conforming 
cuboid pedestal with stepped white marble and Ashford marble table and 
plinth, 310mm high, 2,146gms and 2,112gms, total 4,258gms, (2).
£1,500-2,000

Detail of Lot 252
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253 A magnificent ormolu-mounted Blue John urn

Late 18th century, attributed to the Boulton workshop, probably collected by Mable Ollerenshaw née Harrison
The spreading cover with berry finial over rope-twist border, the neoclassical shouldered ovoid body, with 
broad bands of pale veining, having a waisted neck over bead-and-reel banding and medial rib between finely-
cast bifurcated foliate scroll handles, over palmette apron on fluted spreading socle, ormolu-moulded foot fine 
and acanthus-cast square base, 408mm high, 5,855gms all-in.
Literature: See Ollerenshaw, Arthur and Harrison, Messrs R. J. and D., The History of Blue John Stone, 2nd 
Edn, p.14, where illustrated and captioned: ‘Collectors’ specimens (part of the Ollerenshaw Collection)...Blue 
John and Ormolu urn attributed to Matthew Boulton c. 1780.”
£20,000-30,000

END OF SALE



Fellows & Sons Ltd carries on business, including 
the conduct of Auctions, on the following general 
conditions.  This includes business with Bidders, 
Buyers, Vendors, consignors, users of this website, 
and with all those present on the Premises prior to or in 
connection with an Auction (all as hereinafter defined). 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The following defined terms are used in these 
Conditions :

“Auction” means any Auction conducted by Fellows, 
either at their premises or elsewhere (including any 
internet-based auctions);

“Auctioneer” means Fellows or its authorised 
Auctioneer, as appropriate; 

“Bidder” means a bidder at an Auction, including 
bidders personally present at the venue and those 
bidding by telephone or over the internet or otherwise;

“Buyer” means the bidder whose bid was the last bid 
when the Auctioneer brings down the hammer; 

“Conditions” means these terms and conditions;

“Consigned Property” means the items consigned by 
the Vendor to Fellows for offer at an Auction; 

“Deliberate Forgery” means an imitation made with the 
intention of deceiving as to authorship, origin, date, age, 
period, culture or source but which is unequivocally 
described by Fellows in the catalogue as being the work 
of a particular creator and which at the date of the sale 
had a value materially less than it would have had if it 
had been in accordance with the description;

“Fellows” means Fellows & Sons Ltd;

“Hammer Price” means the level of bidding reached (at 
or above any reserve) when the Auctioneer brings down 
the hammer;

“Includes” means “includes but not limited to”, and 
“including” means “including but not limited to”

“Lot” means any Consigned Property accepted by 
Fellows for offer at Auction;

“Stated Rate” means Fellows’ published rates of 
commission for the time being and value added tax 
thereon (also available on request);

“Terms of Consignment” means any stipulated terms 
and rates of commission on which Fellows accepts 
instructions from Vendors [or their agents;

“Total Amount Due” means the Hammer Price in 
respect of the Lot sold together with any premium, 
commission, value added tax chargeable and any 
additional charges payable by a defaulting Buyer under 
these Conditions;

 “Vendor” means the vendor of an item (including 
Consigned Property) which is submitted to Fellows for 
offer for sale at an Auction;

“Website” means this website;

“You” means any user of the Website.

2. WEBSITE

2.1 You may access most areas of the Website without 
registering your details with us. Certain areas of the 
Website are only open to you if you register.  By 
accessing any part of the Website, you shall be 
deemed to have accepted these Conditions notice 
in full. If you do not accept this legal notice in full, 
you must leave the Website immediately.  

2.2 Fellows may revise these Conditions at any time 
by updating this posting. You should check the 
Website from time to time to review the then current 
legal notice, because it is binding on you. Certain 
provisions of this legal notice may be superseded 
by expressly designated legal notices or terms 
located on particular pages at the Website.  

2.3 Unless otherwise stated, the copyright and other 
intellectual property rights in all material on the 
Website (including without limitation photographs 
and graphical images) are owned by Fellows 
or its licensors. If you breach any of the terms 
in this legal notice, your permission to use the 
Website automatically terminates and you must 
immediately destroy any downloaded or printed 
extracts from the Website.  

2.4 No part of the Website may be reproduced or 
stored in any other website or included in any 
public or private electronic retrieval system or 
service without Fellows’ prior written permission.  

2.5 Any rights not expressly granted in these 
Conditions are reserved.  

3.  VISITOR MATERIAL AND CONDUCT

3.1 Other than personally identifiable information, 
which is covered under our Privacy Policy, any 
material you transmit or post to the Website 
shall be considered non-confidential and non-
proprietary. Fellows shall have no obligations 
with respect to such material. Fellows and 
its designees shall be free to copy, disclose, 
distribute, incorporate and otherwise use such 
material and all data, images, sounds, text and 
other things embodied therein for any and all 
commercial or non-commercial purposes.  

3.2  You are prohibited from posting or transmitting 
to or from the Website any material: that is 
threatening, defamatory, obscene, indecent, 
seditious, offensive, pornographic, abusive, liable 
to incite racial hatred, discriminatory, menacing, 
scandalous, inflammatory, blasphemous, in 
breach of confidence, in breach of privacy or 
which may cause annoyance or inconvenience; 
or for which you have not obtained all necessary 
licences and/or approvals; or which constitutes 
or encourages conduct that would be considered 
a criminal offence, give rise to civil liability, or 
otherwise be contrary to the law of or infringe 
the rights of any third party, in any country in the 
world; or which is technically harmful (including, 
without limitation, computer viruses, logic bombs, 
Trojan horses, worms, harmful components, 
corrupted data or other malicious software or 
harmful data). 

3.3  You may not misuse the Website (including, 
without limitation, by hacking).  

3.4 Each registration is for a single user only. Fellows 
does not permit you to share your user name and 
password with any other person nor with multiple 
users on a network.

3.5 Responsibility for the security of any passwords 
issued rests with you.  

4. THE VENDOR

4.1 Fellows shall act as agent of the Vendor only.  
Any contract for the sale of a Lot will be formed 
between the Vendor and the Buyer.

4.2 The Vendor warrants and represents to Fellows 
and the Buyer that the Vendor is the sole and 
true owner of the Consigned Property or is 
properly authorised by the sole and true owner 
to consign it for sale and is able to transfer good 
and marketable title to the property free from 
any third party claims.  The Vendor warrants and 
representatives that the Vendor has revealed all 
pertinent information that the Vendor possesses 
about the items, including in relation to any repairs 
or alterations that may have been carried out.  The 
Vendor shall indemnify Fellows and the Buyer 
against any loss and expense caused by any 
breach of this clause 4.2.

4.3 The Vendor shall be entitled to place prior to the 
Auction a reserve on any Lot, being the minimum 
Hammer Price at which Lot may be sold. Reserves 
must be reasonable and Fellows may decline to 
offer goods which in Fellows’ opinion would be 
subject to an unreasonably high reserve (in which 
case goods carry the storage and insurance 
charges stipulated in the terms of consignment).  
Reserves will not be accepted on items with a 
bottom estimate less than £100.  The Auctioneer 
also reserves the right not to accept items which 
they deem to be unsuitable for Auction.  Any 
estimate given shall be an opinion and is not an 
undertaking of any kind.

4.4 A reserve once set cannot be changed except 
with the written prior consent of Fellows.

4.5 Where a reserve has been placed only Fellows 
may bid on behalf of the Vendor. 

4.6 The Vendor authorises Fellows to deduct 
commission from any sold items at a rate of 15% 
(plus VAT) on any item with a hammer price of 
£3,000 (or under) or 12.5% (plus VAT) on items 
over £3,000.  Loss or liability for damage will be 
charged at a rate of 1.5% (plus VAT) calculated 
on the hammer price.  A Marketing fee of £10 (plus 
VAT) will be charged for each Lot, if unsold we will 
charge a nominal handling fee of £5 (plus VAT).  All 
items below £35 are subject to a minimum fee of 
£5 (plus VAT) per Lot.

4.7 Fellows will pay the Hammer Price achieved for 
the Lot (less its commission and applicable fees in 
accordance with clauses 4.6, 9.2 and 9.3),to the 
Vendor on receipt of payment of the Total Amount 
Due in full by the Buyer.

4.8 The Vendor authorises Fellows in their discretion 
to negotiate a sale by private treaty in the case of 
a Lot unsold at Auction, in which case the same 
charges will be payable as if the Lot had been sold 
at Auction.

4.9 Fellows do not themselves undertake the 
collection of any items but may, as the Vendor’s 
agent, instruct a contractor on behalf of the 
Vendor. Fellows accepts no liability for the actions 
of such contractor who contracts with the Vendor 
direct.

4.10 Fellows disclaims all liability for items delivered to 
their saleroom without sufficient sale instructions, 
and reserves the right to make a minimum 
warehousing charge of [£1.00] per item per day. 
Unsold items are subject to the same charges if the 
Vendor does not remove them within a reasonable 
time of notification. If not removed within three 
weeks Fellows reserves the right to sell the items 
and defray charges from any net proceeds of sale or 
at the Vendor›s expense to consign them to the local 
authority for disposal.  Fellows disclaims any liability 
for default by the Buyer or for paying out the Vendor 
before receiving payment by the Buyer.

4.11 Subject to clause 4.9, Fellows holds all items 
on their premises and in their custody covered 
against the risks of fire, burglary and water 
damage on the scale of charges notified in the 
terms of consignment and payable by the Vendor 
up to the date of any sale and (in Fellows› 
discretion) the Buyer thereafter until collection.

4.12 The right of Fellows to bid on behalf of the Vendor 
is expressly reserved. The Vendor acknowledges 
that Lots are sold subject to the stipulations of 
these Conditions in their entirety and on the Terms 
of Consignment as notified to consignors at the 
time of the entry of the Lot. 

4.13 The Auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of 
any item that in their opinion is unsaleable.  Items, 
including electrical goods and soft furnishings, 
which do not comply with current legislation will 
not be offered at Auction.

4.14 Any items unsold after an Auction will be reoffered 
in a subsequent Auction at a reduced reserve to 
be agreed within seven days.  The Auctioneer may 
request the removal of an item if a reduced price 
cannot be agreed; items not removed within 14 
days will be subject to a storage charge.

4.15 A charge of 10% (plus VAT) based on the middle 
estimate – plus any other charges incurred – may 
be levied for any Lot withdrawn by the Vendor 
from offer at an Auction.  If the item has to be 
returned by post (or any other method) the Vendor 
will be responsible for this charge.  These charges 
are to be paid before the item is returned.

4.16 By submitting the item to Fellows for offer at 
Auction, the Vendor agrees to the Terms of 
Consignment and authorises Fellows to deduct 
the specified charges.  

5. PUBLICITY

5.1 Any catalogue and buyer guides are provided for 
information only and do not form part of these 
Conditions.  The catalogue and the buyer guides 
may contain additional terms and conditions.  

5.2 Fellows reserve the right to use any photographs, 
background information, and research for publicity 
purposes both before and after the sale.

6. THE AUCTION

6.1 Any Auction shall be conducted at the absolute 
discretion of the Auctioneer.

6.2 The Auctioneer shall conduct the Auction with 
reasonable skill and care.  For example, what 
constitutes a bid shall be at the absolute discretion 
of the Auctioneer, acting with reasonable skill and 
care.

  6.3 The Auctioneer shall have the right to refuse any 
bid which does not exceed the previous bid by at 
least 10% or by such greater proportion as the 
Auctioneer shall in his or her absolute discretion 
direct.

6.4 Where two or more bids at the same level 
are simultaneously received by the Auctioneer, 
the Auctioneer at his absolute discretion shall 
determine which bid to prefer.  Subject to 
the foregoing, where two or more bids at the 
same level are simultaneously received by the 
Auctioneer, any bid by a Bidder personally present 
at an Auction shall take preference over any bid 
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submitted by telephone or over the internet.  Any 
bid made or attempted by telephone or over the 
internet shall be deemed to have been made only 
if received by the Auctioneer.  

6.5 Fellows shall have the right, at its absolute 
discretion, to refuse admission to its premises or 
attendance at (or participation in) any Auction by 
any person.

7. BIDDERS

7.1 Bidders may be required to register their 
particulars. Bidders attending in person may be 
required to satisfy Fellows’ security arrangements 
before entering any part of the premises to view or 
bid. 

7.2 You accept full liability for all bids submitted via 
your My Fellows account. 

Once a bid has been made by a Bidder on our 
website, the bid can be lowered or increased up 
until 9am on the day of the auction. You must sign 
into your My Fellows account to do this and you 
will receive an email confirmation for any changes 
made. 

Should a bid be placed in error on the website 
you must contact Fellows immediately. Failure to 
contact Fellows before the auction takes place will 
result in liability for the full payment of the item.  

7.3 Subject to clause 6.3, the highest Bidder at the 
Hammer Price shall be the Buyer.  Any dispute 
about a bid shall be settled at the Auctioneer’s 
absolute discretion. 

7.4 Bidders are deemed to act as principals unless 
there is a written prior acknowledgement by 
Fellows that a Bidder is acting as an agent for a 
named principal. 

7.5 Bidders are strongly encouraged to attend the 
Auction in person.  Bidders shall be responsible 
for any decision to bid for a particular Lot and 
shall be deemed to have carefully inspected and 
satisfied themselves as to its condition.  Neither 
Fellows nor its employees or agents shall be 
responsible for any neglect or default in doing or 
failing to do so.  

7.6 Bidders are given ample opportunities to view and 
inspect before any sale and prospective Buyers 
must satisfy themselves as to all such matters.  
Neither Fellows or its employees or agents nor 
the Vendor accept liability for the correctness of 
such opinions and all conditions and warranties, 
express, implied or statutory are hereby excluded.

8. THE BUYER

8.1 Immediately a Lot is sold, the Buyer shall:

(a) give to Fellows their name and address and, if 
requested proof of identity, and 

(b) pay to Fellows the Total Amount Due.

8.2 [Fellows may, at its absolute discretion, agree 
credit terms with the Buyer before an Auction 
under which the Buyer may be entitled to take 
possession of Lots up to an agreed value in 
advance of payment by a stipulated future date of 
the Total Amount Due.]

8.3 Cheques shall not be acceptable by Fellows 
(unless Fellows in its absolute discretion permits 
payment by such method) nor are third party 
references or credit facilities with other Auction 
houses. If a cheque is tendered Fellows reserves 
the right to instruct its bank to check the Buyer’s 
status and account balance before exercising 
any discretion. Any credit arrangement must be 
settled at least 4 days before the relevant sale. 
Any permitted payment by credit card shall carry 
an extra charge to the Buyer of such percentage 
of the Total Amount Due as is displayed on the 
premises.

8.4 Any payments by a Buyer to Fellows may be 
applied by Fellows towards any sums owing from 
that Buyer to Fellows on any account whatever 
without regard to any directions of the Buyer or 
his agent, whether express or implied.

9. THE PURCHASE PRICE

9.1 On the first £50,000 of the Hammer Price (of any 
Lot) the Buyer will pay the Hammer Price and 
a premium of 20% (plus VAT on the total of the 
Hammer Price and the premium). Value Added 
Tax is charged at the rate prevailing by law at the 
date of sale

9.2 On the excess over £50,000 of the Hammer 
Price (of any individual Lot), the Buyer will pay 
the Hammer Price and a premium of 10% (plus 
VAT). The said premium not being negotiable and 
payable by ALL Buyers. The Vendor authorises 
Fellows to retain beneficially the premium payable 
by Buyers.

9.3 Value Added Tax on the Hammer Price is imposed 
on all items affixed with an asterisk thus - *. 

9.4 Live Online Bidding Charges – Buyers will pay a 
commission charge of an additional 3% of the 
hammer price if lots are successfully purchased 
online via a live bidding platform such as Live 
Auctioneers and the-saleroom.com.

10. TITLE AND COLLECTION OF PURCHASES

10.1 The ownership of any Lot purchased shall not 
pass to the relevant Buyer until they have made 
payment in full to Fellows of the Total Amount 
Due.

10.2 Buyers shall at their own risk and expense take 
away any Lot that they have purchased and 
paid for not later than 2 working days following 
the day of the Auction after which they shall 
be responsible for any removal, storage and 
insurance charges.

11. DEFAULT BY BUYER OR VENDOR

11.1 As Fellows act as agent for the Vendor, Fellows 
is not responsible for default by the Vendor or the 
Buyer.

11.2 If any Lot is not paid for in full and taken away 
in accordance with these Conditions, or if there 
is any other breach of these Conditions, Fellows 
as agent for the Vendor shall at its absolute 
discretion and without prejudice to any other 
rights it may have, be entitled to exercise all or any 
of the following rights and remedies:

(a) to proceed against the Buyer for an action for debt 
or damages for breach of contract;

(b) to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other 
Lots sold by Fellows to the defaulting Buyer;

(c) to re-sell the Lot by Auction or private treaty. 
If a lower Hammer Price is achieved on the 
re-sale than that achieved on the original sale the 
defaulting Buyer shall be liable for the difference 
(after crediting any part payment and adding any 
re-sale costs). Fellows will account to the Vendor 
for any surplus achieved on a re-sale, however, it 
shall only be required to account to the Vendor 
for any resulting deficiency in the event that it 
receives payment of such sum in full from the 
defaulting Buyer.

(d) to remove, store and insure the Lot at the expense 
of the defaulting Buyer and, in the case of storage, 
either at Fellows’ premises or elsewhere;

(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding [1.5%] 
per month on the total amount due to the extent it 
remains unpaid for more than 2 working days after 
the sale;

(f) to retain that or any other Lot sold to the defaulting 
Buyer until that Buyer pays the total amount due;

(g) to reject or ignore bids from the defaulting Buyer 
at future Auctions or to impose conditions before 
any such bids shall be accepted;

(h) to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots due 
or in future becoming due to the defaulting Buyer 
towards the settlement of the total amount due 
and to exercise a lien on any of the Buyer’s 
property in Fellows’ possession for any purpose.

12. DELIBERATE FORGERIES

12.1 Subject to clause 12.2, any representation or 
statement by Fellows (including in any catalogue) 
as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, 
age, provenance, condition or estimated selling 
price is a statement of opinion only. Prospective 
Buyers are given ample opportunities to view and 
inspect before any sale and prospective Buyers 
must satisfy themselves as to all such matters. 
Neither Fellows or its employees or agents nor 
the Vendor accept liability for the correctness of 
such opinions and all conditions and warranties, 
express, implied or statutory are hereby excluded.

12.2 Any Lot which proves to be a Deliberate Forgery 
may be returned to Fellows by the Buyer within 
21 days of the Auction provided it is in the same 

condition as when bought, and is accompanied by 
particulars identifying it from the relevant catalogue 
description and a written statement of defects. If 
Fellows is satisfied from the evidence presented 
that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery Fellows shall 
refund the money paid by the Buyer for the Lot 
(but not the amount of any consequential loss, 
damages, expenses or interest) provided that (1) if 
the catalogue description reflected the accepted 
view of scholars and experts as at the date of sale 
or (2) the Buyer personally is not able to transfer a 
good and marketable title to Fellows.  

13. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY

13.1 All members of the public on the premises are 
there at their own risk and must note the lay-out of 
the accommodation and security arrangements. 

13.2 Any indemnity under these Conditions shall 
extend to all actions, costs, expenses, claims and 
demands whatsoever suffered or incurred by the 
person entitled to the benefit of it and Fellows 
declares itself to be a trustee of the benefit of 
every such indemnity so far as it is expressed to 
be for the benefit of its employees and agents.

13.3 While Fellows endeavours to ensure that the 
information on the Website is correct, Fellows 
does not warrant the accuracy and completeness 
of the material on the Website. Fellows may make 
changes to the material on the Website, or to 
the products and prices described in it, at any 
time without notice. The material on the Website 
may be out of date, and Fellows makes no 
commitment to update such material. 

13.4 The material on the Website is provided “as is”, 
without any conditions, warranties or other terms 
of any kind. Accordingly, to the maximum extent 
permitted by law, Fellows provides you with the 
Website on the basis that Fellows excludes all 
representations, warranties, conditions and other 
terms which, but for this legal notice, might have 
effect in relation to the Website.  

14. GENERAL

14.1 Any notice to any Buyer, Vendor, Bidder or viewer 
may be given by first class mail or email in which 
case it shall be deemed to have been received by 
the addressee 48 hours after posting or sending.  
All notices to Fellows must be sent in writing and 
email is not acceptable.

14.2 Any indulgence extended to any person by 
Fellows notwithstanding the strict terms of these 
Conditions or the Terms of Consignment shall 
affect the position at the relevant time only and 
in respect of that particular concession only; 
in all other respects these Conditions shall be 
construed as having full force and effect.

14.3 These Conditions and any disputes or claims 
arising out of or in connection with it or their 
subject matter or formation (including non-
contractual disputes or claims) are governed by 
and construed in accordance with the law of 
England.  

14.4 The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of 
England have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any 
dispute or claim that arises out of or in connection 
with the Agreement or its subject matter or 
formation (including non-contractual disputes or 
claims).

15. SHIPPING

15.1 We offer a tracked and insured shipping service for 
a standard rate of £15.00* per parcel.

15.2 *Larger items, as well as those exceeding a value of 
£5,000 or weighing in excess of 2kg may be subject 
to additional fees. 

15.3 Due to the size and vulnerability of the items in 
our Antique Furniture and Silver auctions, we are 
unable to post these items and advise buyers to 
check the cost of shipping before bidding.
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